
  THE RISE OF THE

AEROTRO  POLIS
Airport cities//

IN A GLOBALISED WORLD, THE AIRPORT CITY THRIVES. AND THOSE 
THAT CANNOT COMPETE WILL STAGNATE, SAYS CHRISTOPHER CHOA

I
n many ways, cities are becoming more 
important than nations. If the 19th century  
was the age of empires, and the 20th century 
the age of nations, in the 21st century we are 
witnessing the rise of cities. This phenomenon 

has profound implications for the way cities will 
develop in the future. In particular, we will see 
increasingly strong reciprocal relationships between 
traditional cities and their airports, and the emergence 
of a new urban typology: the airport city.

Globalised culture is changing the way residents  
of cities relate to each other. Thanks to the internet, 
the increasing accessibility of air travel and 
worldwide supply chains, residents of cities are 
becoming more temperamentally attuned to each 
other. More people live in cities than ever before,  
and they will have more in common with their  
urban peers thousands of miles away than with  
their neighbours in national hinterlands only a  
few hundred or even just a few dozen miles away.

We are deeply social creatures – we can’t avoid our 
inclinations to constantly establish new relationships 
and to exchange. Cities consolidate people, wealth 
and virtually all of global innovation. Above all, they 
allow us to trade. Virtually every other desirable 
urban possibility – stability, cultural offerings,  
social opportunities, coherent governance – is in  
one way or another dependent on the city’s role as  
an economic marketplace. The rise of cities in an 
increasingly globalised world affects the way they  
will develop in the future. If a city can leverage the 
connectivity of its global gateways to trade and 
exchange, the future looks bright. If it fails to 
establish mutual benefits for its gateways, its 
industries and its communities, then the city risks 
stagnation. In this globalised world, every city that 
seeks international relevance needs to focus on its 
core global strengths and connectivity to other cities, 
and less on regional relationships and limitations. 

Throughout history, the dominant form of 
transportation of the time predicates the form and 
ultimately the influence of any city. In particular, the 
commercial activity has an intimate and reciprocal 
relationship with the transportation network that 
serves it. As the movement of people and goods 
becomes easier, the commercial and cultural activities 
of a city flourish. As the urban core evolves, it creates 
demand for additional and easier movement. In the 
age of camels and shoe leather, we saw the slow 
evolution of new urban forms: caravanserai along the 
Silk Road, the compact markets within the citadel of 
Jerusalem, the walled blocks of Chang’an in China. 
London’s 14th-century settlement was scarcely  
larger than its Roman-era footprint. Pre-industrial 
settlements very rarely exceeded a diameter of three 
miles, roughly no more than 40 minutes’ walking  
time from any point to the market centre. 

In the age of maritime expansion, we saw how  
great coastal seaports such as Lisbon and Venice  
and the inland waterways of London and Amsterdam 
faced the shoreline and allowed these cities to 
dominate Atlantic and Mediterranean trade.  >> 

Air Lines, an art project by Mario Freese, tracks the paths  
of scheduled airline routes. Hubs such as New York’s JFK  
and Dubai create knots where multiple lines converge
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The opening of the Erie Canal in North America created 
cities such as Syracuse and Buffalo from scratch, the 
urban cores of their entrepôt economies physically 
orientated towards the locks of canal barges. 

The advent of the Industrial Revolution and the 
innovation of railway networks exploded the dimensions 
of the city. In 1830s London, new railway lines terminated 
at the edge of the city. But by 1860, within the span of  
a single generation, the area of London engulfed these 
gateways; the city formed itself around the stations, 
seeking to maximise access to them. Entire cities in 
North America grew up around rail hubs. The grid 
pattern of Chicago, centred around Union Station,  
recalls the expansive growth of rectangular stockyards 
made possible by railways. The evolving productivity  
and wealth of the city in turn created demands for  
more train and station capacities. 

The automobile and the related development of 
express motorways exploded the traditional city. Cheap 
energy and mechanical innovation made it possible to 
dislocate functions and land uses that had always been 
closely clustered together. The traditional value of 
proximity, expressed as urban density, was replaced  
by the ease of private rapid movement. The dominant 
transport gateway, once marine port or train station,  

was now the motorway slip road and the car park.  
The diameter of a typical large city, once no more than 
three miles in pre-industrial times, now ballooned  
up to 30 miles across – a hundred times the land  
area of its antecedent. Interestingly, while the  
physical dimensions of these two examples are  
vastly different, the dimensions as measured by time 
remain approximately the same – still roughly  
40 minutes’ travel from most points to the centre.

CITY AIRPORT TO AIRPORT CITY
Now, in the age of global air travel, like the ports and 
railway terminals that came before it, the airport is 
increasingly the principal economic gateway for a city’s 
trade and exchange. Once banished to the peripheral 
limits of the city – like London’s railway stations  
in 1830 – airports are now becoming increasingly 
centralised both in a city’s commercial patterns and 
absorbed within the form of the city itself. High-value 
activities that are part of time-sensitive global supply 
chains are drawn to the airport; the airport city 
consolidates peripheral development into a coherent 
urban core adjacent to the airport limits, and 
occasionally into the very centre of the airport. 

The presence of these activities creates demand for 
additional aviation movements, which in turn stimulates 
additional high-value activity. Virtually every land  
use that can be found in a traditional downtown has a 
counterpart in the airport city. The growth rate of real 
estate values in the airport city is greater than in most 
traditional downtowns. In some cases, for example 
Amsterdam, the absolute values of airport city real estate 
is equivalent to or greater than rents in the traditional 
downtown. The city airport becomes the airport city.

The reciprocal benefits between the airport and the 
airport city, between ‘airside’ and ‘landside’ developments 
are important. If airside activities increase – more 
destinations, more passengers, more cargo – then 
landside developments become more valuable as they 
benefit from the increasing demand of additional 
visitors. If landside developments grow in variety, 
breadth and scale, then they become a destination for 
travellers and cargo, which in turn encourages the  
growth of airside capacities. The airport city leverages 
the connectivity of the airport, and transforms the 
traditional hinterland city into an aerotropolis. 

Aviation will play an increasingly important role in 
global trade and urban growth patterns; the increasing 
centrality of aviation in our global life closely influences 
a city’s economic outlook and its competitive priorities. 
Worldwide, passenger movements continue to grow 
steadily at around 5% per year – with some regions, 
including Asia and the Middle East, increasing well above 
that rate, even during the current global recession. When 
measured by weight, less than 2% of global trade travels 
in the belly of a plane. But when measured by value, we 
know that 40% of global trade now moves by air – an 
astonishing figure. These high-value, low-weight products 
(technology components, pharmaceuticals, perishables) 
are part of complex and extended production/assembly/
distribution/consumption networks. 

Independent components of consumer goods are 
increasingly produced by a wide range of sources, 
combined or assembled in specialised zones before 
being transhipped to final destinations. Professional 
services, tourism, leisure, entertainment, cultural 
offerings and higher education are also part of global 
networks, with key resources in one city catalysing  
and leveraging the work of others in another distant 
urban centre. Any city that seeks to derive comparative 
advantages by producing and consuming products and 
services through these evolving and dynamic supply 
chains will inevitably embrace aviation gateways.

The airport provides international access to the city.  
If the number of international destinations served by the 
airport grows, then we can appreciate that the presence 

of the airport will continue to be a factor for international 
companies when they choose where to base their 
enterprises. These businesses in turn generate economic 
activity and diversify the regional economy.

Every one million passengers per year that travel 
through an airport can support up to 3,000 direct, 
indirect or catalytic jobs. If an airport can transform 
itself from regional destination into global hub, it makes 
itself even more valuable; every regularly scheduled 
flight that travels through a hub airport supports around 
2,000 direct and indirect jobs. These are figures that 
should be of interest to those in government, who 
genuinely seek to create employment opportunities for 
their constituents. Related cargo operations are also a 
major factor in the creation of economic value, because 
they also create employment related to the transhipment  
of goods. Memphis International Airport is not a major 
passenger destination, but it is the global cargo hub for 
FedEx and a wide range of other freight forwarding 
companies. It is one of the largest commercial logistics 
centres in the US, with a base of international 
corporations that are served by the city and airport,  
and serve the city and airport in return.

As competitive cities continue to develop their 
respective comparative advantages in a globalising  
world, the city and its airport will increasingly rely on 
each other. If the airport does well, then the region’s 
economy benefits. If the regional economy does well, 
then the airport will grow. A 10% increase in passenger 
throughput creates a 2% growth in the regional economy. 
A 1% increase in regional growth rate produces 2.7% 
more passengers. The future prospects of the city and 
the airport are inextricably linked. 

In a globalising world, cities compete worldwide by 
cooperating with each other. They seek comparative 
advantages through specialisation – producing a surplus 
of what they are good at, and trading with other cities 
that produce other things that they seek to consume. 
That’s true whether the urban economy creates 
sub-components for products, grows exportable foods, 
assembles kits from other places or simply tranships 
material. It’s true if a city’s media industry makes >> 

Airport cities//

Aecom’s masterplans  
for Hyderabad, India 
(left), and Brisbane, 
Australia (above left), 
cities that are using 
airport hub strategies  
to raise themselves  
into the global top tier 

‘Throughout history, the dominant 
form of transportation predicates  
the form and influence of any city’
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:ULTRA EFFICIENT 
HEATHROW’S PRT SYSTEM

Driverless ‘pod’ cars whizzing along a track high 
above the ground – it’s a scene more reminiscent of  
a theme park or futuristic movie. Since September, 
passengers travelling between Heathrow’s business 
car park and Terminal 5 have been experiencing a 
similar vision of the future, by hopping into their  
very own ULTra personal rapid transit (PRT) vehicle.

Built for BAA by Arup and ULTra PRT, a transit 
systems developer in association with Bristol 
University, the world’s first commercial and public PRT 
system began development in 2005, and has launched 
with 21 automatically controlled vehicles. Whereas 
most mass-transit systems in airports move people in 
groups over scheduled routes and times, Heathrow’s 
PRT system aims to increase efficiency by moving 
smaller groups quickly and non-stop, and by being 
available for use whenever the passenger requires.

‘It’s a quirky system,’ says Austin Smith, a chartered 
civil engineer and associate director at Arup. ‘We  
were charged with delivering the track layout and 
infrastructure against some tough objectives – not  
only did it have to be easy to construct and be as 
lightweight as possible, BAA wanted us to make  
sure the operation of the airport wasn’t affected.’  
To ensure this, Arup developed a 3D testing model  
for the guideway, and came up with an alignment  
and span arrangement that avoided impacting on 
existing infrastructure. Passenger feedback has been 
overwhelmingly positive, and business car park use has 
risen as people are also drawn to it as an attraction.

A similar PRT system, developed by 2getthere,  
has been operating in the Masdar eco-city in Abu 
Dhabi since 2010 to serve the Masdar Institute  
of Science and Technology. This year, ULTra will 
collaborate with Fairwood Consultants to build  
the world’s first urban PRT system in Amritsar,  
India, to serve up to 500,000 people who visit the 
city’s Golden Temple on religious festival days.

movies or records music, its academics develop  the 
intellectual capacities of university students or 
professional consultants fly out to distant projects.

The most successful cities are globally relevant urban 
hubs, important nodes in the global economic system. 
Their activities have a direct and tangible effect on global 
affairs through socio-economic means. But the premium 
positions of global cities are not guaranteed; their rise 
and fall is directly attributable to how socially and 
politically cosmopolitan they are, and how they leveraged 
the global transportation networks of their time. 
Alexandria in Egypt and Xi’an in China have fallen from 
the ‘global hub’ top tier, as have Venice and Moscow. 

Some cities, such as Amsterdam and Frankfurt, have 
declined but are rising again, largely due to their ability 
to leverage their aviation capacities. Others, such as 
Dubai, have entered the top tier through their single- 
minded devotion to becoming an aeronautical hub – a 
city of just two million people becomes globally relevant 
primarily because it’s a place that people pass through  
on their way to somewhere else. Other cities, from Cairo 
and Hyderabad to Brisbane and Madrid, are using airport 
city strategies to leapfrog themselves into the upper 
global tiers. We know this intimately because as 

economists, planners and urban designers, we are 
looking at how to best plan new urban cores in the centre 
of their hub airports, creating new central business and 
industrial districts than will transform their traditional 
downtowns into aerotropolises.

LONDON’S FUTURE
London has been a global city through the age of empire 
and the age of nations. It created critical advantages  
for itself by forming and adapting around dominant 
transportation gateways. Inland maritime ports, expansive 
railway terminals, extensive underground stations, 
motorway networks and dispersed airports all boosted 
London’s economic potential to trade and exchange, and 
created the original foundations for innovation and wealth. 
In this era of globalisation, when cities around the world 
pull away from nations and seek more direct links with 
each other, London faces a new challenge: can it remain 
connected to the rest of the world? More specifically, can 
London connect effectively to the emerging economies  
of the world and in particular to the scores of rising new 
cities that are themselves creating new foundations for 
growth and innovation? Right now, the answer is no. 

London will always be a significant destination. But 
London’s (and the UK’s) primary international hub and 
Europe’s busiest airport – Heathrow – is constrained.  
It no longer has the capacity to connect to the economies 
of emerging cities, and genuinely risks stagnation as a 
result. China Southern, China’s largest airline, currently 
does not have a single flight landing at Heathrow; there  
is no room – the airport is operating at 99.2% capacity 
at a time when other Continental airports such as Paris, 
Frankfurt and Amsterdam are actively and strategically 

building operating capacity. Other airlines from 
emerging economies would like to add new routes at 
Heathrow, but are also unable to do so because of a lack 
of take-off and landing slots. There are 21 emerging 
market destinations with daily flights from Continental 
European hubs but not from Heathrow; a fact that costs 
the UK economy £1.2bn a year in lost trade.

London is an aerotropolis, for now – until recently, its 
global air connectivity and its strong transport connections 
from airport to city have leveraged the productive and 
innovative capacities of residents and visitors. But in the 
long term, even incremental expansion of Heathrow will 
not be enough to allow London to maintain its privileged 
opportunities as a hub; it is losing out to strategic 
competitors on the Continent. And with the migration  
of connectivity to Paris, Frankfurt and Amsterdam go 
many of the industry and services that require the 
competitive advantages a hub gives them.

There are proposals for a new hub airport in the 
Thames Estuary, powerful long-term solutions that will 
create world-class opportunities for London in the age of 
cities. And it’s not just about the airport. Locating a new 
hub in the estuary creates other synergies that are 
impossible to achieve even if Heathrow could expand 
– 24-hour operations (essential for cargo), multimodal 
connections with the maritime port, comprehensive 
development of a new airport city that can reinforce 
London’s strength as an aerotropolis, economic 
development of the region. But given the political 
dimensions and planning policy in the UK, even the  
best of the estuary plans are still at least 20 years off. 
There are some short-term fixes (maybe an additional 
runway) but no medium-term ones.

Will London position itself for the next wave of 
innovation, or will it stagnate? Should it start preparing 
to become just another Alexandria or Venice? In the 
globalising age of cities, with the world’s centre of 
gravity and new opportunities shifting eastwards,  
will London thrive? 

Christopher Choa is an architect and urban designer, and a 
principal with Aecom Design + Planning. aecom.com

Airport cities//
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‘Every regularly scheduled flight  
that travels through a hub airport 
supports around 2,000 jobs’

Architects Foster + Partners’ proposal for the Thames Hub 
(nicknamed ‘Boris Island’) in London’s Thames Estuary (left)  
and Aecom’s design for an airport hub in Cairo, EgyptIm
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